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1. Have students choose an artist to research. From that artist they will select one art piece to use as inspiration to their design.

2. In groups of four or five, have students draw on poster size paper their version of that masterpiece.

3. Have students re-draw or transfer their designs on to the Recycling Bin.
Recycling with the Masters..... continued

4. Using Acrillic paint...have them paint in their designs. I suggest only two students at a time on each side of the bin to keep it neat and orderly.

5. Upon completion, about four one-hour long art periods...put the Recycling bins out to use and enjoy "Recycling with the masters! "
At our school everyone comments on the beautiful recycling bins and everyone loves to enjoy the integration of Art History and Recycling to protect our environment. Yours will too!
Samples of Pieces done by my students: